
The composition of aspect in German stative psych and non-psych predicates 

Psych(ological) predicates and their proper characterization are an ongoing puzzle. One major issue 

is that the theta role Experiencer is either lexicalized as the grammatical subject (1a) or object (1b) 

of a psych expression. 

1. a) Gemma    enjoys   the silence.    “Experiencer subject 

EXPERIENCER    STIMULUS    verb” (SubjExpV) 

b) The silence   irritates   Gemma.      “Experiencer object 

STIMULUS     EXPERIENCER   verb” (ObjExpV) 

Recent literature suggests that properties like stativity, inchoativity, Stage-level/Individual-level 

status (SL/IL status) or causativity play an important role for the mapping differences in psych 

verbs (e.g. Arad 1998; Pylkkänen 2000; Alexiadou und Iordăchioaia 2014, Fábregas und Marín 

2015, i.a.). These properties can be summarized under the broader term of aspect. But, in languages 

like German and English, „Aspect is a combination of verbal and nominal properties and not purely 

a property of verbs“ (Schmitt 1996:13, cf. Verkuyl (1972), Krifka (1989). Embracing this view, I 

propose a systematic examination of the aspectual input that nominal arguments contribute to psych 

predicates. Adopting work by Husband (2010, 2012a,b) on English stative predicates, I conducted 

an experiment investigating one of the before mentioned properties: the IL/SL status of psych 

predicates and its interaction with the type of nominal Stimulus argument. I hypothesize that if 

interaction takes place this indicates the Stimulus to be internal and not external, as proposed by 

various of the above authors. 

The acceptability judgment study tested German stative SubExpV (e.g. genießen; enjoy) and 

ObjExpV (e.g. irritieren; irritate). For comparison, a third verb class, stative non-psych verbs (e.g. 

besitzen; own), has been included. The data were presented to 69 monolingual German speakers 

and were arranged in a two by two design. The first factor [±definiteness] varies the shape of the  

Stimulus argument being either bare or definite (2a). The second factor [±temporal modification] 

varies the presence of a temporal adverbial (2b) as an indicator for IL/SL status.

2. a) Factor [±definiteness] 

Families enjoy playgrounds. 

Families enjoy the playgrounds. 

b) Factor [±temporal modification] 

Families enjoy playgrounds this summer). 

Families enjoy the playgrounds this summer).

As for ObjExpV, both possible ways of interaction (either the stimulus subject (e.g. (the) 

playgrounds) or the experiencer object (e.g. (the) families) were modified, controlling if interaction 

is bound to grammatical function (subject or object) or theta roles (Experiencer or Stimulus). 

Preliminary analysis shows that, in ObjExp verbs, a numerical interaction between the two factors 

is only present in the Stimulus argument, not the Experiencer. For SubExpV, interaction is present, 

as well. By contrast, the results show no interaction in non-psych verbs.  

Thus, for ObjExpV, the findings suggest that the interaction between definiteness and the 

acceptability of a temporal modifier is bound to the theta role, regardless of its status as the 

grammatical subject. Literature on compositional aspect locates the aspectual interplay to happen 

between the verb and its internal argument. Therefore, when modelling the internal structure of 

ObjExpV, the Stimulus is expected to act as an internal argument that appears in subject position 

via movement.  
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